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KT & Assoc.

“The government is committed to maintaining consumer confidence in
Victoria’s livestock industries”
(Animal Welfare Action Plan; Victorian Labor Government, December 2017)

Summary
•

Australia only has moderate animal protections by International standards

•

Increasingly, animal welfare influences purchaser’s buying decisions locally and abroad

•

The Andrews Government’s Animal Welfare Action Plan commitments included farm animals

•

Animal welfare is important to 98% of Victorians, 75% of whom believe it needs improving

•

The majority of farmers love and care for our animals and understand the negative impact of poor animal welfare
but sadly this is not universal

•

Current animal welfare laws and enforcement are inadequate & against recommendations of the UN (2016) and
Productivity Commission Inquiry Report 2017

•

Privacy is a privilege where there is potential for abuse

•

Tougher laws and enforcement are required, together with much greater transparency of farm operations. This
would go a long way in instilling public faith and ensure standards of animal welfare which the public locally and
overseas, expect

•

Evidence based decisions are impossible without evidence

The issue is poor animal welfare exists with a lack of effective controls, not the animal
activists who may expose this.
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Animal Agriculture in Australia
Around 70 billion animals are born into Australian farms each year.

Each year 520-620 million animals are killed in Australian slaughterhouses. A further 12 million male chicks are “culled”
and many more animals die on farms including an estimated 15 million lambs each year within 48 hours of birth due to
insufficient protection from harsh weather.
Most of these animals (around 500 million annually) are farmed intensively. De-beaking, de-toeing, tail docking, tooth
pulling, castration and dehorning of livestock without anaesthetic are common, as is confinement in veal crates, gestation
crates and battery cages.
Four abbatoirs in Victoria have exemptions allowing them to slaughter without prior stunning.
The opportunity for cruelty – not only unacceptable to the majority of the public for ethical reasons, but for reasons of
being damaging to our farming industry – is significant.
Activism alerted the Australian public to the suffering of animals in live export. Activism alerted the Australian public to
see the painful deaths of pigs killed by carbon dioxide poisoning in Victoria in 2015.

If the public had faith in animal welfare measures, would animal activists be an issue?

The majority of animal welfare decisions are made at state level.

The Animal Welfare Action Plan – Victorian State Government December 2017
Only 18 months ago, the Andrews’ government launched the Animal Welfare Action Plan. The then Agriculture Minister
wrote “The government is committed to maintaining consumer confidence in Victoria’s livestock industries” and that
“This action plan aims to protect our reputation as a humane and responsible producer of food and fibre”.
Lizzie Blandthorn MP stated “Evidence tells us that animals feel pain. We must ensure that we not only protect animals
from cruelty, but that we support their quality of life in our homes, on our farms, in our community and in their natural
environment”.
The Plan’s purpose was to ensure Victoria continues to improve animal welfare and is well respected globally for animal
welfare practices.

How is our government going with these commitments?
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Quotes from the Plan pertinent to this Inquiry;
•

“In October 2016, the UN recommended that governments include improvements to animal welfare in their
policies for livestock production systems.”

•

“In 2016, 98% of Victorians surveyed, said protecting the welfare of animals is important. 75% think the welfare
of animals needed better protection.”

•

“The way animals are treated reflects on Victoria’s national and International reputation, including market
access, consumer confidence and the ability to create and sustain jobs”.

•

“Community expectations about how animals are treated are increasing”.

•

“Victoria’s agricultural industries recognize that animal welfare underpins productivity.”

•

“Australian and overseas markets are experiencing growing demand for humane and responsibly produced
food”.

Quote from the Australian Governments Productivity Commission Inquiry Report November 2017;
•

“State and territory governments should review the way in which their farm animal welfare regulations are
monitored and enforced and make necessary changes so that …a transparent process is in place for publicly
reporting on monitoring and enforcement activities and …adequate resourcing is available to support an effective
discharge of monitoring and enforcement activities.”

Current Situation Severely Lacking in Animal Welfare Measures.
Farmers livelihoods and reputations can be seriously adversely impacted by poor animal welfare.
To start, overseas wool buyers are buying wool from farmers who demonstrate good animal welfare standards. Locally,
the public are increasingly making buying decisions based on animal welfare standards.
While many farmers love and care for our animals deeply, sadly this isn’t always the case. We are disgusted by the
farmers amongst us who inflict cruelty on the animals who depend on them. In our view they have lost the right to be
responsible for animal life. Whether through ignorance or laziness, their carelessness adversely affects us all and we
implore the Andrews government to increase monitoring and regulation.

Currently, neither laws nor enforcement, are adequate to be able to provide for the
standards of Animal Welfare the public locally and internationally expects.

At the time The Animal Welfare Action Plan was launched, there were over 150 million farm animals in Victoria.
How many animal welfare inspectors and enforcers are there? Does the public have faith in their effectiveness? If a
plebiscite regarding animal welfare on farms were held in rural Victoria and elsewhere now, the answers to those
questions would likely be “too few” and “no”.
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RSPCA; only investigates cruelty complaints if it is suspected the alleged offender has less than about 12 animals – even
then– effectiveness is questionable.
Just a few of our own personal experiences in our rural community;
1. Complaint to RSPCA about 8 dead cows and calves on a hobby farmer’s property (refer pictures attached). This
appeared to be a case of shocking neglect of an entire small herd by this farmer who we know had been reported
for animal neglect in the past. RSPCA could not provide us details of their investigation for “privacy” reasons.
(refer pictures attached.)
2. Less than two years later another complaint to RSPCA about the same farmer who again had calves in the
summer sun looking skinny, weak and unwell. No follow up by RSPCA again due to “privacy”. RSPCA say they
passed this complaint to DEWLP/DJPR – according to the email - a whole five days after we alerted them to it,
and three more dead calves were found.
If it weren’t for those of us who alerted authorities, what? Why the delay in authorities action and why is this
farmer allowed to still have animals when he apparently lacks the skill or will to care for them?
DELWP – sadly known by some country folk as the “department of environment, land and wildlife persecutors”.
1. Despite numerous cruelty reports lodged against the farmer as outlined above, he continues to have ever more
animals coming onto his property. Why is this allowed? What checks are in place as to their welfare?
2. Another farmer in the same vicinity, often has sick and injured animals on his property. Once he was reported to
authorities by the local vet for neglect. Yet still he has animals and still they look neglected too frequently. Who is
checking on their welfare?
3. Yet DELWP are quick to hand out ATCW’s (Authority to kill Wildlife) to these same farmers who can’t keep
their own animals alive, so they can kill our native wildlife as well. No checks have been undertaken by DELWP
- as is meant to happen - as to business loss allegedly caused by the wildlife (in this case would be little if any) or
non-lethal means exhausted first (in this case also nil).

Current animal welfare measures in country Victoria are woefully inadequate. Relevant
agencies generally demonstrate apathy towards animal welfare at best.

With the mental health issues as highlighted recently in rural Victoria, one must consider the link between the high
percentage of people who are concerned for animal welfare, together with their having to live in the knowledge of cruelty
occurring with little being done about it, time and again.
We, like many rural Victorians, adore our farm animals and our wildlife. We recognize the tremendous value they
represent. We also recognize the significant damage done to the farming community and our livelihoods by those amongst
us who do not care for their animals and we want more effective regulators.
In the absence of effective regulators, is there a place for animal rights activists to call out farmers wo are
damaging the farming community’s reputation?
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Privacy - Of course farmers, like anyone, have a right to privacy and we don’t condone stealing otherwise healthy happy
farm animals. However if abuse is occurring, it is incumbent on the public to speak up.
Are we to instill laws to allow domestic violence offenders and child abusers to carry out their offences in private? Was it
an industry group who alleged RSPCA Victoria were activists and effectively silenced them? Will journalists be next?
One way to ensure transparency of operations is to use CCTV. IF CCTV cameras are good enough for places of business
or the people walking around Melbourne or Chapel street, why wouldn’t they be good enough for our abbatoirs and other
farming situations? Linking CCTV up to 24 x 7 monitored data bases (regularly independently reviewed) would
inexpensively provide for the evidence based decisions the government wants to be able to make. It would also go a long
way to instilling confidence in the public that animal welfare is being monitored.
We believe anyone who genuinely cares for our farmers’ reputations and livelihoods, will be advocating for better
animal welfare laws and enforcement, not a closed door culture for cruelty to continue.

This is an industry that needs an urgent overhaul and effective regulators. Then there would
be nothing for animal activists to actually do.

We thank the Andrews government for the opportunity to provide input and only hope they have the steel to do the right
thing for Victorians including the majority of farmers who see the value in animal welfare. Fix the animal welfare issue.
Ensure robust laws and effective monitoring and transparency.
The public locally and Internationally are watching.

“Animal Welfare is a high priority for the Victorian Government” -Jaala Pulford MP December 2017
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Live case study in rural Victoria;

The following photos were supplied to RSPCA as part of a cruelty concern of supposed mass neglect of a small herd of calves.
RSPCA could not provide feedback for “privacy” reasons other than there was “insufficient evidence for an investigation”. A
further urgent report was made to RSPCA about animals looking unwell at the same premises less than two years later. More
corpses were found. New animals continue to be brought to this premises.
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